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I V.- Kaschmir und das Retok der Siek [IV.shma'r and the Kinq- 
dom of the SikAs]. By Baron CARL VON HUGEL. 4 VO1S 
80ro. Vienna, 1840. Communicated by Captain WA S I-I I NGTON, 
Royal NAvy. 

NUMEROUS as are the trasellers and tourists in the present (lay 
ready to take a(lvantage of every opportunity for exploring fresh 
countries, antl active as has recently been the progress of geo- 
graphy in most parts of the orl(l, it seems strange that Central 
Asia, or rathel the northern frontier of British In(lia, should haxe 
l)een, comparatively speaking, for tht most part overlooke(l; that 
vhile one extremity of the great Asiatic Meri(lian rests upon the 
southern foot of the I4imalaya range, all beyon(l these mountains 
shoul(l I)e either unlinown or so inaccurately known as to ren(ler 
it almost imlzossible to lay down the countrics on our maps-even 
such places as Islamabad, Lahc)r andI(ashmir, names "familiar 
as householtl wor(ls," has-e hitherto been some miles in error in 
latifude; *vhile the countries immediately beyon(l, aSording a 
boun(lless an(l interesting field for investigation, as that between 
Russia an(l In(lia to the west an(l north, anfl between India an(l 
China to the east, are almost a blank on our maps. What, for 
instance, in modern times do weknos of Kokan, of Wf'!shghar, or 
Yarkan(l? NVhat of Great, or even Little Tibet ? We do not 
forget-what geo^,ra)her can the names of Elphinstone, of 
Fraser, of Burnes, of the Gerar(ls, of Lloyd or of Conolly and we 
villingly concede to them the merit of having traced a luminous 
path throughout the countries they visited; but it is to the 
government of British India we look for a systematic and com- 
plete examination of its frontier; that whether actuated ly a 
desire for the diff;lsion of useful knorledge, or for the promotion 
of its own commercial and olitical interests, it should turn to 
account the vast resources it has at its comman(l the talents of 
the numerous officers ̂hich adorn its service for the purpose of 
dissipating the mist which still envelopes the geography of Central 
Asia. 

Such expressions might almost seem misplaced, when we 
have lying before us four highly respectable works relative to 
these regions; yet all of thelxl (vith ,erhas one exception) en- 
tirely independent of the Indian government. 

First comes the excellent journal of the lamented Moorcroft 
and Trel)eck. e(lited by Professor Wilson, whose critical judgment 
and additional notes have nearly doubleel the value o? the original; 
illustrated, moreover, by an admirable map by WIr. John Arrolv- 
smith. 

Secondly, the journey of A1r. Vigne by Kal)ul an(l Kashmir to 
Iskardoh, enriche(l lay beautiful drawings of these cities. 
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Thirdly, Lieut. Woo(l's route to the sources of the Oxus, whicl 
he found in the elevated plain of Pamir, and whose description 
fully corroborates that of ol(l Marco Polo in 1480* an(l 

Lastly-, the work of which the title stands at the head of this 
page, which is not inferior to any of the preceding in geographical 
interest, with the adllitional advantage of giving a detailed account 
of the natural history of the countries the author passed through. 

Quitting Europe in 1831, Baron Charles von Hugel visited Syria 
and Egypt, and reached Bombay in the spring of 1832. He then 
travelle(l through the peninsula of India, visited Ceylon, the Easter 
and Society Islands, Australia, New Zealand, an(l arrived at 
Canton in 1835. Returning thence to Calcutta, he examined the 
northern provinces of India; and after a stay of three months in 
the British HimAlaya, crossed the Satlej at Belaspur to Kashmir, 
which he reached in November of the saxne year. Making a 
circuit by Attak, he recrossed the Satlej at Lu(l'hyanah to Delhi,$ 
an(l arrived at Bombay in May, 18tS6. 

The preface and introeluction to his work on Kashmir shows 
that it was not the mere pleasure of roaming that induced the 
author to travel over more than half the habitable globe, I)ut in 
order that he might enlarge the sphere of his ideas by studying 
mankind in tlleir various states of civilisation, and enable himself 
to arrive at legitimate results from a comparison of the manners 
an(l CUStOWlS of the (lifferent people he visite(l. The traveller 
then describes the several sources whence information respecting 
Kashmir is to be obtained from the chronicle of Raja Tairangini 
lownwards, including all oriental, as well as European, authors; 
and among the latter he gives full cre(lit to Bernier (1665) an(l 
Forster ( 1783). 

The filst volume contains Baron von Hugel's journey, in the 
diary form, from Simlah to Barahmulah, with a y)icturesque (le- 
scription, and woodeut of crossing the Satlej at Belas-pur into the 
Panj-ab; this being the first or most eastern of the five rivers 
rhence this district takes its naine. At Hari-pur the traveller 
speaks with delight, as a botanist, of the ho1ne vf the ever-blowing 
rose, which he found amidst thickets of jasmin grandiff!orum. 

Throughout, the narrative is simple, it evinces an intimate ac- 
quaintance with Indian character and customs, and is evidently 
the faithful expression of what the author saw anel felt. On the 
lfth November the traveller reached the Pir Panjal pass, which 
rises 12,952 ft. above the sea, and descen(led through the mag- 
nificent natural rampart of the HimAlaya into the peaceful anzi 
picturesque valley of Kashmir. 

The secon(l volllme contains in twenty-four chapters everything 
relating to Kashmir; its name, its history (the first part taler 

* Properly Dihli.-ED. 
2 p VOL. X 
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from the translation of the Raja Tarangin;, by Professor Wilson, 
whose merits are thankfully acknowledged); the geographical 
position of the town, laid down -n lat. 34? 7t 30" N.,* long. 
75? 9t 305 E. of Greenwich; and at an elevation, by the tempera- 
ture of boiling water of 5818 ft. above the sea. The mountains 
and rivers, from the Satlej on the east to the Attak on the west, 
are described in the fourth chapter, which, as well as the following, 
enumerating the twelve passes into the valley, are a valuable 
addition to physical geography; the latter we would gladly es- 
tract had not the author kindly communicated the substance of it 
to this Journal, on his return to Europe in 1836.r The s;sth and 
subsequent chapters contain a description of the lralley, rivers, an(l 
lakes, among which Wuler is stated a1, probal)ly 20 miles in 
length by 9 in average brea(lth ;? the climate, boun(laries, present 
state, chronology, money, weights, measures, and natural pro- 
ductions of Kashmir, with remarks on the a(ljoining countries; 
the last is a chapter full of interest to all who love natural 
history. Then follows a statistical account of the manufactures, 
system of tases, imports and exports, trade, income, expenses, and 
populcltion; the last item is stated at 200,00() for the valley, which 
a few years ago mras said by Moorcroft to contain 800,000: the 
town may contain 40,000 persons. 

The succeeding follr-chapters comprise an account of the reli- 
gion and superstitions) giving a elear notion of the Brahminical 
as well as of-the Bud(lllist, Sikh, and Mehammeelan faith; the 
manners an(l customs of its inh;bitants; its monuments, with 
various )lans, &c., antl showing the little bundation there is for 
thinking them of such antiquity as to throw (loubts on the 
receive(l chronolog--an(l lastly, the author's conclueling reInarks, 
which well deserve the attention of all connected with India- - 
they point out the misery that prevails owing to misrule in a 
beautiful and fertile eountry, an(l touch upon tho great impro- 
bability of an army from the north being able to penetrate lay 
Iskardoh and Badakhshan. 

The limits of this Journal forbid any more tharl an extract 
from the Sixth Chapter, describing the beauties of the celebrated 
vale of Kashmir. 

* 34? 4t 30tr N. by Trebeck s observations. Barorl son Hugel's longitude agrees ex- 
actly with that deduced by Mr. John Arrowsrnith. 

+ Aiol. vi. p. 343, et seq. 
+ IJ'ler in Aym Akberi; Stbah of Kashmlr. Gladwin7s version, ii. 12f, 8vo. 

tGladwin seems to have called it Auler or Orler.]-ED. 
? Fr()mtheoriginal routes of varioustravellers, among othersthoseofBaronvoHiigel 

which were kisldly commutsicatell to him, Mr. Arrowsmith has fised the lergth of Wuler 
I,ake at lOl geographical miles, with aIl average breadth of 4.2, which will probably 
be found rery near the trllth. Trebeck gives the latitude of its celltre 34? 20t N. Of 
course all travellers will be aware that we still lleed repeated observatiolls for the lati- 
tude, longitude and elevation of Kashmir. 
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" The valley of Kashmlr is bourlded on the southern side by gently- 
rising declivities; the descent of PirPanjal is cosered bythe most 
lusuriant vegetation; alld the eye ris?s gradually from the magnificent 
forms and colours of the ever-heightening hills, till it rests on the snowy 
peaks of the highest mountain chaitl. On this side, between the gently- 
diminishing ranges of hills, lie greater and less valleys, in the centre 
of which flow the purest mountain streams, which, higher upwards, 
form numerous cascades. This is the romantic district of Kashmir. 
From the little open plains, covered with southern vegetation, the tra- 
veller arrives on the banks of a river which winds through the deep fer- 
tile soil. The valley narrows the further he advances, and the moun- 
tains approach each other more nearly the higher they become. The 
charms of the vegetable world are then more attractive to an European, 
as they denelop thenlselves more closely allsed to those of his distant 
Fatherland. 

" Apple, plum and apricot trees, encircled by vines, here grow wild. 
Elms and willows conceal the banks of the river, the course of which 
may be traced by its murmuring over its rocky channel. White-thorn 
and spindle trees (evonymus) surround wide-spreading maple and limes 
()r enormous chestnut trees, under whose shade the lily and narcissus, 
larkspur and aconite blossom, together with the lilac and the rose. 

" Nearer to its source, the river changes into a foaming cataract, 
rushing over dark rocks. Herebeginsthe regionofthe pines, fromthe 
majestic deddar (the cedar ofthe Himalaya) to thc fir and other lrarieties 
of that tribe. Still higher, the river divides illtO many streams, which 
flow through narrow ,orges, and, lost in the white foam of the cataract, 
fall into the abyss below. 

" Alpine plants, many species of rhododendron and daphne, here 
begin at the foot of the alder and hirch, which bend beneath the weight of 
snow; and after these a strange vegetation, slightly elevated from the 
soil, appears on a plain a]ready situated in the regions of eternal snow. 

" Arrived on the height, the traveller sometimes treads firmly on the 
encrusted snow, sometimes clambering over uncovered stones; carefully 
ascertaining with his staff that the loose snow collceals no ullseen preci- 
pice, he reaches one of the high peaks, where an incomparable view 
presents itself. 

" To the south, on this side, the eye is directed to the bare and frown- 
ing precipices of the Plr Panjil, and then far distant, over more than 
twenty valleys and mountain-ranges, to the plain of the Panj ab, glowing 
in the golden mists of an Indian world. 

s; To the right aold left lie snow-covered plains and hills, rising over 
each other in endless sllccession; and nothing is visible for g much 
greater distance than the eye can discern but the chill regions of eternal 
winter, various in form, yet drearT in its still monotony. The valley in 
a northern direction presents a charming contrast. The gently-declining 
hills guide the eye to the lower plain, which, covered by a rising ve- 
getation, interspersed by groves and villages, divided by alleys and 
canals, gleams in the light of the morning sun. The Jelam flows proudly 
through the centre, its banks studded by towers, castles, and palaces. 

" On the other side of the valley the mountains rise in bold forms- 
g P 2 
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the snowy whiteness brings the highest point nearer to the eye than the 
lower declivities the snowy hills there appearing to enclose the plain 
like a wall. Over these the previously mentioned JamAl rises nearly at 
each end of the valley; and the white and black double pyramid of the 
Mer and Ser, like a monument of creation when God divided the day 
and night. But on these heights, which rise more than 1S,()00 feet 
above the level of the sea, the first moment alone is agreeable. The air 
here is so rarefied, that a painful head-ache is the consequence even of a 
short stay, which, increasing every instant, lasts long after the descent to 
the plain. To the southern side of the valley of which we have spoken 
the zoologist and botanist must direct his steps, either to discoser new 
objects or to admire those already known in beauty never before 
witnessed. 

" Here the thickest woods are mingled with open plains, and the 
traveller neither finds trees levelled by the ase, nor the countless flowers 
pressed by the footsteps of a living being. 

" There absolute stillness reigns. The treasures of vegetation, the love- 
liest forms of nature are there prodigally amassed withot an intelligent 
spirit to be gladdened by their beauty. The brook flows noiselessly 
along; no air rustles through the motionless leaves, and the deep silence 
is only broken by the sweet tolles of the hlue thrush, and of the bulbul 
(the nightingale of Kashmlr). These approach man fearlessly as in 
the days of Paradise, and are his faithful companions in his lonely 

.. . 

pllgrlmage. 

" The deep fertile soil in the lateral valleys is uncultivated; the great 
plains in the principal one have been long sufficient for the nourishment 
of the population. The northern side of the valley under the hills of 
Thibet is very diSerent from the south side already described; the hills 
rise suddenly to 'd considerable heit,ht, offering an extensive field to the 
geologist. Few trees grow on this side, and the rivers form in their 
wide stony channels an untroken cataract-the banks similarly covered 
with stones rolled from their bed, are perfectly bare- hardly a blade of 
grass is to be found. Stones are heaped over stones; Tocks piled on 
each other almost without veget;wtion. 

" The ascent on this side of the hill is very diflicult after the first few 
steps; the rocks consist of huge masses, the oblique direction of which, in 
many places offers no secure footing to the stcps of the traveller. The 
valley is hardly to be seen from the highest point, as it lies concealed 
by the first perpendicular mountain range. Nothing is seen on all sides 
but snow-capped sammits. 

" I know of no prospect so melancholy as this is no tree, no bird, no 
living thing is to be seen-a silence almost fearful reigns in these 
mountain fastnesses; and the name 'ran' (wilderness), wllich the 
natives bestow on these regions, is very applicable. 

" On the heights below the highest peaks, close to the snow-line, saxi- 
frage and juniper are found at a height of 15,000 feet; lower down 
birch; then fir and pines occur. The mine3 of Kashmir lie on this 
side. It is a very remarkable peculiarity, that on the southern declinty, 
in the temperate, almost cold, climate of Kashmir, the few plants ap- 
pearing there belong to the scanty vegetation of the north; whilst on 



the northern side, towards Kashmir, the hills, even to a considerable 
elevation, are adorned with a growth belonging to the luxuriant south. 
A geological formation occurring in the valley, and one not easily explain- 
ed, COIlSiStS in all isolated hill, whose sumnlits form partly a horizontal 
plain, and partly a surface inclined towards the centre. Their height 
varies between 200 and 300 feet, alld their circumference is very 
diSerent. All these isolated hills, with one e2iception, consist of a 
sandy alluvial soil, without stones, and the declivities towards the plain 
are quite perpendicular, with deep chasms in parts, rent by the 
descending torrents. 

* + $ * * 

" One elevated peak in Kashmlr is an exception to all the other isolated 
hills. It forms one ()f the most charming views from the town of 
Kashm'r; and is called by the Hindus ' Hari Parvat' (Hari's Moun- 
taill). The true name, however, is Hiranya Parvat;$ in Sanskrlt, 
' The Golden Mountain :' probably on account of the reddish yellow 
c()lour of the stone of which it consists, which gives it the appear- 
ance of constantly reflecting the sun's rays. No blade of grass, how- 
ever, grows on the Golden Mountain. 

" On the south side of the valley are many large tracts, which 
are covered Yvith water ill spring, which is the rainy season, and con- 
tinue marshy throughout the year. There are, however, no relics of 
the former lake; but as the channel of the Jelam is now elevated, they 
are lower, or at least only of equal height with it, and consequently the 
waters cannot flow back into the Jdlam. 

" If an increase of arable land is require(l in the valley, it may be 
procured l)y heightening the soil, which can be effected by leading the 
Jelam through it. 

" The lake near the capital, called in Kashmir, par excellence, ' The 
Lake' (Dal) is not filled up like manyof the otherlakes in the va]ley. 
The Jelam does rsot flow through, and llO other river empties itself 
into it: its gradual filling up is effected by the plants which grow in and 
near it." $ $ * $ 

The third volume contains the author's journey from Barah- 
mulah to Attak, and by Lahor to Lud'hyanah, when he again 
crossed the Satlej; also a description of Ranjit Singh and his 
Court, and a history of the Sikhs. The last volume is devoted to 
scientific dissertations; it also contains the astrological system of 
Kashmir, and a glossary. 

Besides several wood-cuts, the work is illustrated by a map by 
Mr. John Arrowsmith, extending from Kabul on the west to 
Rodakh in the east, on the scale of 3t inches to a degree; com- 
bining, we believe, every piece of geographical information re]ative 
to these countries that has reachecl Europe; it is therefore a 
manifest improvement upon all former maFles of that region. 

A Bertlier and Forster incorrectly translate the name " Hiranya Parvat" as " Green 
Mountaits." tProbably HaritParvat was the llame they heard. Hari i8 an epithet 
given to Vishn,u and Siva.-ED.1 
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